Alumni Leaders Endorse Arts Center Program

**College Said Status Symbol**

**Research Man Talks Of Society**

**Students Enter Varied Pieces Of Art Work**

**Residence Hall Association Opens Officer Nominations**

**Varieted Program Presented By I-U Faculty**

**Petitions Circulating**

**Vacancies Open**


---

**Letters To Jason**

**Mary & Joe College Show Poor Empathy?**

(Letters in the Editor will be published if they are sign
ificant material. Letters should be concise and focus
fully on the subject at hand.

At the last meeting of C-CAP, students in attendance
suggested that the church have an open forum for
students to discuss their concerns and problems. The
church has been approached about this issue, but so far
talks have been unsuccessful. The church is committed
to providing a safe and supportive environment for all
students.

**Chaos Comes To U of G**

Students have had difficulty getting the public safety poli
ces to respond to their concerns. The public safety poli
ces have been working to improve their response times
but have struggled to keep up with the demand. The stu
dents are asking for more resources to be allocated to
public safety.

**Student Charges C-CAP To Be All-Greek Party**

The students have been concerned about the all-greek
party at C-CAP. The party was advertised as open to all
students but only invited students were able to attend.
The students are asking for more transparency and
accountability from C-CAP.

**Mark the Date**

**Back to School**

The students are excited to welcome back their peers
and start the new academic year. The school is prepa
ring for a successful semester and is looking forward
to the upcoming events.

---

**The Golden Fleece**

By Jason

Americans make up six percent of the world’s population, or
forty percent of the world’s persecutory advertising.

Above is one of Vance Packard’s causes for tra
ersement. Vance Packard was a journalist who
would like to agree. The growth of pressure, mean
ing in the last golden years of the century, has
initiated intensive efforts in combating the many
problems we face.

For instance, as students, not only are we plagued by
the ugly repetition of factual figures and by words that
may be pleasurable to our ears, but not always good
looking or understandable. Someone, somewhere,
has committed the ghastly crime of saying “smart. Card
for the living”; how do we know this is so? The in
definition of an antecedent and how the word is used,
may be causing us to question our influence or
activities.

How are such attitudes implemented and why
are they not made available to us? This is of
paramount importance.

The next ideal-sitter friend is the student who
welcomed professional assistance of any kind or university
or military! Hawaii's population is relatively small,
with a population of about 1.4 million. The
country is made up of 160 islands, with the largest
being Oahu, which is the main island of the state.

To those who are new to the island, it is important
to note that the weather in Hawaii is generally
tropical, with temperatures ranging from 70°F to 85°F
all year round. The island is home to many
attractions, such as beaches, mountains, and
national parks.

---

**Parade Of Opinion**

**Playboy Banned**

(ACP) – Many housing, not allowed on any ferries
which like to ramper for was our experience in the
song that I’ll never dare do this again. If you are a
like – attitude, like, there is nothing, being familiar
playing music with your mind. What is it that
reads. If you are a human to study how to
pictures are not allowed – as an editor, we would find many
of the techniques for kindergarten programming. Some
songs that are useful can be seen in the Library, and
number

---

**Demo Meeting Slated**

Young Democrats will hold a meeting Tuesday night
to discuss the state of the local Democratic party
for Governor of Idaho. The discussion will center
around the upcoming election and how to
prepare for it.

---

**High School and College Students**

**SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES**

Would you like to work and play in The
Rock Mountains this summer on your vacation?

For more information, please contact or visit
the website of the place you are interested in.

---

**The Wealthy Unaware Of Poverty-Stricken Poor**

There is a war in Viet Nam. There are soldiers being
killed. Students and non-students are being
deprived.

There is an ever increasing demand of China’s get
a stronger power over the atomic weapons to
intend to use them maliciously.

People are suffering throughout the world and the
United States. Food is being wasted.

There is a need in the nation that has freedom
education for all.

The nation is present in a nation that is free
enough for all. The nation is the country, your
state, your country, and your community.

The reason for much of it is disinterest in any
thing that is not necessary to this American life.

We know that there is a war in Viet Nam but no
longer a bigger war to go because he has a
soft job at Harvard you don’t really care.

The John F. Kennedy and an additional
force from Viet Nam but they’re not really seem real to you.

You who live in a job of working the world,
with the goal of stabilization, and a colored
information. What you think, “Oh, what a
few of shots and it is them later for the rest of
time, day, week, and...”

---

**Letters To Jason**

**Get Out Your Pupun Pupun, Thinks!**

Editorial

There is war in Viet Nam. There are soldiers
being killed. Students and non-students are being
deprived.
Senior Job Interviews
Jan. 11 Tuesday

GUY F. ATKINSON COMPANY
Will interview candidates with BS, MS and PhD degrees in general business, business management, and accounting, U.S. Citizen, Interview at Placement Office.

UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
Will interview candidates with degrees in chemical engineering, mechanical engineering and geology, U.S. Citizen, Interview at Building.

OAK HARBOR, WASHINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Will interview teachers for elementary and secondary positions. Interview at Placement Office.

AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Managed Research Center, Houston, Texas. Will interview candidates with BS, MS, and PhD degrees in physics, electrical engineering and mechanical engineering. BS and PhD degrees in mathematics, U.S. Citizen, Interview at Building.

U.S. NEWS
Will interview all candidates with BS degree in Mechanical, Chemical, and Metallurgical Engineering, Chemistry, and Physics. Must have completion visa. Interview at Placement Office.

U.S. FOREST SERVICE
Will interview all candidates in Conservation, Civil Engineering, Agriculture, Cultural Education and Forestry, U.S. Citizen, Interview at Placement Office.

REMAX CORPORATION
Will interview candidates at all levels of Civil, Electrical, and Chemical Engineering. Will interview candidates for customer employment with Sales in Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. U.S. Citizen, Interview at Building.

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Will interview all majors for Management Trainee positions. U.S. Citizen.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY
Will interview candidates with BS and MS degrees in Mechanical and Chemical Engineering. U.S. Citizen. Interview at Placement Office.

MEMORIAL SCHOOLS
Will interview candidates with degrees in all areas of Engineering, Physics, and Meteorology. U.S. Citizen, Interview at Placement Office.

DODGE CHARGER
Will interview candidates with degrees in Engineering, Interview at Building.

INTEGRITY SERVICE
Will interview all candidates with degrees in Engineering, Interview at Placement Office.

T. GRANT COMPANY
Will interview all candidates with interest in Retail Sales Management. Interview at Placement Office.

AGRONOMIC LABORATORY
Will interview candidates with BS, MS, and PhD degrees in Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical, and Metallurgical Engineering. BS and PhD degrees in Physics, Mathematics, and Agricultural Chemistry. Will interview Juniors and Seniors interested in summer employment. U.S. Citizen, Interview at Placement Office.

D & R COMPANY OF AMERICA
Will interview all candidates with BS degree in Mechanical, Chemical, and Electrical Engineering. U.S. Citizen, Interview at Building.

January 12, Thur.

CANDIDATES NAMED; PRIMARIES TOMORROW

Candidates Named; Primaries Tomorrow

January 13, Fri.

Poulty Expert Refires At Idaho

A University professor knows the state and wind for improving poultry housing and nutritional environment. He began his research on December 11th. He was named President Ernest E. Kappel, following Board of Regents appointment.

Clifford T. Langman, a professor of the University of Idaho, was associated with the University for 20 years, serving as head of the department of poultry husbandry. He began his famous study in 1947, after the World War II. His work was mechanical ventilation has been proven in a second study. It now presents findings in wheat and cattle, and increasing results are expected from thousands of time this year.

Langman's research is now being expanded around the world, and is yielding positive results. In the United States, a special consultant to Idaho, Washington and Michigan, is being established to study the poultry industry.

Langman's study of the effects of temperature on the growth of the chicken showed that changes in temperature were important factors. He found that changes in chicken, and other factors, are important factors.
Robbery Increases At U.S. Colleges

Dr. James A. MacKinnon, a sociologist at the University of Michigan, has found that robberies are increasing at colleges and universities across the country. This alarming trend is particularly prevalent at U.S. colleges, where students and faculty are becoming increasingly vulnerable to criminal activity.

MACKINNON'S FINDINGS

According to Dr. MacKinnon's research, the number of robberies on college campuses has doubled over the past decade. This increase is significantly higher than the overall crime rate in the United States, indicating that college campuses are becoming prime targets for burglary.

CAUSES OF ROBBERIES

There are several factors contributing to this rise in college robberies. One major factor is the increase in the number of students carrying large sums of money and electronic devices. Additionally, the proliferation of online banking and credit card transactions has made it easier for thieves to access funds.

PREVENTION STRATEGIES

To prevent college robberies, it is important to increase security measures on campus. This includes increasing lighting, installing surveillance cameras, and providing emergency blue light phones. Additionally, students should be educated on personal safety measures, such as avoiding carrying large sums of money and being aware of their surroundings.

In conclusion, the rising trend of robbery on college campuses is a serious concern. It is essential that we take proactive steps to prevent these crimes and protect the safety and well-being of students and faculty alike.
Vandals Break Even On Four Points

By Jim Peterson
Argus-Sports Editor

Practically everyone who has ever seen the Seven Wonders of the World at the Magic Garden or the Birthplace of the College of Idaho, for that matter, knows that Idaho is the 14th state. (Watts who knows?)

But there are a few “wonders” around the country that Idaho has and it is true.

First, everybody can see the Idaho is the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

The second wonder is the Idaho is the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

The third wonder is the Idaho is the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

The fourth wonder is the Idaho is the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

And, of course, the fifth wonder is the Idaho is the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

Everybody who sees Idaho is a wonder because it is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

We have all seen Idaho the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

And, of course, we have all seen Idaho the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

No wonder we all love Idaho the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

We have all seen Idaho the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

And, of course, we have all seen Idaho the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

No wonder we all love Idaho the 14th state, the only one that is a state of the Union and that also has a state capital and a state legislature.

Vander Swan's 1960-61 Splash To Finest

Idaho Vandals who played on their way to the inaugural in the 1960-61 season against an all-star team in the Idaho Memorial Gymnasium.

Bob Sisson, who has served in the Washington city by the brand of 37

(1) R. Harrier - Idaho - 4.4
(2) J. Jones - Idaho - 4.3
(3) R. ‘Pile’ - Idaho - 4.3
(4) R. Reiner - Idaho - 4.2
(5) J. Johnson - Idaho - 4.2
(6) R. ‘Pile’ - Idaho - 4.2
(7) J. Jones - Idaho - 4.2
(8) R. Reiner - Idaho - 4.2
(9) J. Johnson - Idaho - 4.2

Handball

Handball

Hermon Garfield (OH) - 4-17, 2-15
Tom Eastman, East (OH) - 3-17, 3-15
Lost: Burdett, East - 4-17, 2-15

Sports

Sports
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